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Of interest to us in this paper is the transient solution, w(t). It is given by the solution of(1) and is known to be: w(t) = etAv: (2)Since the matrix exponential is full even when the original matrix is sparse, the prac-tical computation of etA in full remains possible only when A is relatively small, i.e., whenthe number of states in the Markov chain does not exceed a few hundreds. In [15], Molerand Van Loan provide an instructive review of possible methods applicable in this context.Although this review shows that none of the methods is unconditionally acceptable for allclasses of problems, methods such as those of the Pad�e-type or matrix decompositions,with careful implementation, can be satisfactory in many contexts. These methods involvematrix-matrix operations.To address large problems, the family of series methods, in which matrix-vector oper-ations are paramount, appears to be a reasonable choice. In this paper we will considerone of this class, the so-called uniformization method. The use of this method is particu-larly widespread for reasons that we shall see later. Also, the class of ordinary di�erentialequations solvers is appealing because of the high availability of ready-to-use e�cient li-brary routines for solving initial value problems in ODEs. In addition to being multiple- orsingle-step, ODE solvers can be explicit or implicit, yielding four possible categories. Eachcategory yields new classes of methods in their own right { depending on their derivation,their analytic and numerical properties, or on implementation aspects. For example, someof the particularities of a method can be: multistage or otherwise, order, stability region,matrix-free or otherwise, sti� or non-sti�, computational cost, etc. In general, implicitmethods | which are more costly, appear suitable for sti�-problems while cheap explicitmethods are satisfactory only on non-sti� problems. It is neither realistic, nor the ambi-tion of this paper to include all the methods with their variants. Rather, we shall considerrepresentatives of each of the well-known major classes namely, Runge-Kutta, Adams, andBackward-Di�erentiation Formulas (BDF). The choice of a particular implementation (forinstance the VODPK package) was motivated by criteria such as availability, portability,and popularity { all of these understandably backed by robustness and e�ciency.Along with these general methods, we include a Krylov projection method which weshall use as a reference. As we shall see, this method appears to be the most versatile andalthough not always the fastest, it was the only method to complete all the test problemsassigned within the allotted computation interval.The organization of the paper is as follows. In Sections 2, 3, and 4, we review themethods used in this study. In Section 5 we describe the supercomputer used in ourexperiments. Finally, in Section 6 we describe the test models and compare the methodson these models.
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2 The Krylov-based methodThe Krylov-based algorithm that we consider is presented below. It generates an approx-imation to w(t) = exp(tA)v and computes the matrix exponential times a vector ratherthan the matrix exponential in isolation.Algorithm 1: w(t) = exp(tA)v1. w := v; tk := 0;Hm+2 := zeros[m+ 2; m+ 2];2. while tk < t dov := w; � := kvk2;v1 := v=�;for j := 1 : m dop := Avj ;for i := 1 : j dohij := vTi p;p := p� hijvi;endhj+1;j := kpk2;vj+1 := p=hj+1;j ;endH(m+ 2; m+ 1) := 1;repeat� := step-size;Fm+2 := exp(�Hm+2);w := �Vm+1F (1 :m+ 1; 1);err loc := local error estimate;until err loc � 1:2tol;tk := tk + � ;endThe underlying principle is to approximatew(t) = etAv = v + (tA)1! v + (tA)22! v + � � � (3)by an element of the Krylov subspaceKm(tA; v) = Spanfv; (tA)v; : : : ; (tA)m�1vg; (4)where m, the dimension of the Krylov subspace, is small compared to n, the order of thecoe�cient matrix (usually m � 50 whilst n can exceed many thousands). The approxima-tion used is ew(t) = �Vm+1 exp(tHm+1)e1 (5)where � = kvk2; Vm+1 = [v1; : : : ; vm+1] andHm+1 = [hij ] are, respectively, the orthonor-mal basis and the upper Hessenberg matrix resulting from the well-known Arnoldi process3



(see, e.g., [8, 20]); e1 is the �rst unit basis vector. The distinctive feature is that the orig-inal large problem (3) is converted to the small problem (5) which is more desirable. Inreality however, due to stability and accuracy considerations, w(t), is not computed in onego. On the contrary, a time-stepping strategy along with error estimation is embeddedwithin the process. In other words, there is an integration scheme similar to that of astandard ODE solver. Typically, the algorithm evolves with the integration scheme( w(0) = vw(tk+1) = e(tk+�k)Av = e�kAw(tk); k = 0; 1; : : : ; s (6)where �k = tk+1 � tk ; 0 = t0 < t1 < � � � < ts < ts+1 = t:It is clear from (6) that the crux of the problem remains an operation of the form e�Av,albeit with di�erent v's. The selection of a speci�c step-size � is made so that e�Av isnow e�ectively approximated by �Vm+1 exp(�Hm+1)e1. Following the procedures of ODEssolvers, an a posteriori error control is carried out to ensure that the intermediate approx-imation is acceptable with respect to expectations on the global error. More informationmay be obtained from [23].This technique seems to have emanated from Chemical Physics and it is now gainingwide acceptance thanks to the theoretical studies of Gallopoulos and Saad [7], Saad [19], aswell as Hochbruck and Lubich [13]. Within the framework of Markov chains, relevant stud-ies are those of Philippe and Sidje [17], and Sidje [22, 23]. The Markovian context bringsother considerations. We need to compute w(t) = exp(tA)v subject to the constraint thatthe resulting vector is a probability vector and thus with components in the range [0; 1]and with sum equal to 1. Since the analytic solution of the Chapman-Kolmogorov systemof di�erential equations is w(t), its computation can be addressed totally in the perspec-tive of ODEs. But ODEs solvers do not bring any guarantees either. Practice shows thatthese methods may produce results with negative components!Two results of interest were obtained in [17, 22] by exploiting the fact that the matrix Asatis�es some inherent properties when it originates from a Markov chain model. Firstlythe computed Krylov approximation is mathematically guaranteed to be a probabilityvector for small enough step-sizes and secondly, the global error in the approximation growsat most linearly. Additionally, it is possible to detect and cope with excessive roundo�errors. The ensuing code referred to as EXPOMK(m) implementing this customizationis a component of the Expokit package, a full description of which may be found in [23].3 UniformizationThe Uniformization (or randomization) technique is based on the evaluation of the pthpartial Taylor series expansion of the matrix exponential [9, 10]. The length p is �xedso that the prescribed tolerance on the approximation is ful�lled. Since A is essentiallynonnegative (i.e., the diagonal elements of A are negative and the o�-diagonal elements arenonnegative), a naive use of the expression w(t) = etAv �Ppk=0(1=k!)(tA)kv is subject tosevere roundo� errors due to terms of alternating signs. Uniformization uses the modi�edformulation w(t) = e�t(P�I)v = e��te�tPv where � � maxi jaiij and P � 1�A + I is4



nonnegative with kPk1 = 1. The resulting truncated approximationew(t) = pXk=0 e��t (�t)kk! P kv (7)involves only nonnegative terms and becomes numerically stable. If � denotes the pre-scribed error tolerance, the condition kw(t)� ew(t)k1 � � leads to a choice of p such that1� pXk=0 e��t (�t)kk! � �: (8)The rank p may be determined simply by adding-up the above series until satisfaction.The popularity of Unifomization is related to three main facts. Firstly, its handiness andmalleability facilitate its implementation { only a matrix-vector product is needed periteration. Secondly, the transformation from A to P has a concrete interpretation. Thematrix P is stochastic and is the transition matrix of a Discrete Time Markov Chain(DTMC) which emulates the behavior of the Continuous Time Markov Chain (CTMC)whose in�nitesimal generator is A. Thirdly and perhaps most important, it works surpriz-ingly well in a great variety of circumstances. The shortcoming of Uniformization is thatp is likely to be large (and thus (7) involves many matrix-vector mutiplications) for largevalues of t.A variant of Unformization, referred to as Power Uniformization was proposed by Ab-dallah and Marie [1]. It combines the standard Uniformization with scaling and squaringas follows. We may write etA = �e tA2s �2s (9)where s is chosen such that k tA2s k < 1. The technique then uses a truncated Taylor series(modi�ed as in the Uniformization method) to approximate e tA2s and repeated squaringto recover etA. This method is numerically stable [1, 6]. However, in contrast to thestandard Uniformization which uses only matrix-vector operations, the scaling-squaringphase of Power Uniformization uses matrix-matrix operations and thus is suitable forsmall-sized problems only.4 ODE SolversThe remainder of our overview, presented in x 4.1 { x 4.3, deals with ODE solution-techniques. This summary is provided primarily for the sake of completeness and readersmay wish to consult the textbooks [4, 11, 12] for more details. The speci�c aspects of aparticular implementation can be found in the associated references.4.1 Runge-Kutta (RK)Runge-Kutta methods form a class of multistage, one-step integration methods. They canbe either explicit or implicit but only an explicit variant has been included in this paper.Consider the problem of solving the autonomous linear system of �rst order di�erentialequations ( y0(t) = Ay(t) � f(t; y(t)); t 2 [0; T ]y(0) = y0; initial condition: (10)5



A given s-stage RK-method is de�ned by its Butcher-tableau,c AbT ; A = [aij ] 2 Rs�s; b = (b1; : : : ; bs)T ; c = (c1; : : : ; cs)T = A11; 11 = (1; : : : ; 1);in which, for an explicit RK-method, A is strictly lower triangular and c1 = 0. At eachstep of the integration scheme, the next iterate is computed asyk+1 = yk + hk sXj=1 bjf(xk + hkcj ; Yj); (11)where the intermediate stage-evaluations are given byYi = yk + hk i�1Xj=1 aijf(xk + hkcj ; Yj); i = 1; : : : ; s: (12)In practice, to enable step-size and error control, the s-stage scheme is embedded withinanother (s+1)-stage scheme, in which case the conjoint schemes are referred to as aRK(s,s + 1) pair. The method is of order s (i.e., the local truncation error is of orderO(hs+1)) and s + 1 function evaluations (matrix-vector multiplies in our case) are usedper step. The code used here is the RKSUITE available on netlib and is due to Brankinet al. [2]. We selected the RK78 pair which is actually one of the most reputed explicitRK-method.4.2 AdamsAdams methods belong to the class of linear multi-step methods. In its general formu-lation, a r-step method combines the r previous computed values yk; yk�1; : : : ; yk�r+1,which are approximations to the exact solution at the r points tk ; tk�1; : : : ; tk�r+1, into amultistep formula to obtain the next iterate yk+1. Adams methods are derived from theintegral representation y(tk+1) = y(tk) + Z tk+1tk f(t; y(t))dt (13)which is replaced by the approximationyk+1 = yk + Z tk+1tk Pk(t)dt (14)where Pk(t) is a polynomial approximating f(t; y(t)) = y0(t) over the range [tk; tk+1].Adams schemes (explicit Adams-Bashforth and implicit Adams-Moulton) are recoveredby taking Pk(t) to be the Lagrange interpolation polynomial in the ways described below.4.2.1 Adams-Bashforth (AB)Since the approximations yk; yk�1; : : : ; yk�r+1 are already known, the approximated valuesfk = f(tk ; yk), fk�1 = f(tk�1; yk�1), : : : , fk�r+1 = f(tk�r+1; yk�r+1) are also available and6



the polynomial Pk(t) is taken to be the Lagrange interpolation polynomial at the distinctnodes tk ; tk�1; : : : ; tk�r+1. This polynomial isPABk (t) = r�1Xi=0 fk�iLABi (t) (15)where LABi (t) = r�1Yj=0j 6=i (t� tk�j),r�1Yj=0j 6=i (tk�i � tk�j ) : (16)Substituting (15) into (14) yields the formulation( yk+1 = yk + hk(�ABr�1fk + �ABr�2fk�1 + � � �+ �AB0 fk�r+1)fk+1 = f(tk+1; yk+1) (17)in which the f�ABi gr�1i=0 are given analytically by�ABi = 1hk Z tk+1tk LABi (t)dt (18)and can be computed by recurrence. This formulation provides an explicit representationwhich allows us to immediately compute the approximation. The method is said to beexplicit and its order is shown to be r.4.2.2 Adams-Moulton (AM)This scheme is obtained by choosing Pk(t) to be the Lagrange interpolation polynomialnot only at the nodes (yk; tk); (yk�1; tk�1); : : : ; (yk�r+1; tk�r+1) but also at the additionaland still unknown node (yk+1; tk+1). In this case the polynomial obtained isPAMk (t) = rXi=0 fk+1�iLAMi (t) (19)where LAMi (t) = rYj=0j 6=i (t� tk+1�j), rYj=0j 6=i (tk+1�i � tk+1�j) : (20)This yields the formulation( yk+1 = yk + hk(�AMr fk+1 + �AMr�1fk + � � �+ �AM0 fk�r+1)fk+1 = f(tk+1; yk+1) (21)in which the f�AMi gri=0 are given analytically by�AMi = 1hk Z tk+1tk LAMi (t)dt (22)and can be computed by recurrence. The unknown yk+1 is involved in both sides of (21)and therefore at each step, a non-trivial equation of the formyk+1 � hk�AMr f(tk+1; yk+1) = gk (23)7



where gk = yk + hk r�1Xi=0 �AMi fk+1�i (24)must be solved for yk+1. The method is said to be implicit. The usual approaches tosolving (23) are root-�nding techniques and �xed-point iterations. With the �xed-pointapproach, one proceeds by an iterative scheme of the form8<: y[0]k+1 = [initial-estimate]y[i]k+1 = gk + hk�AMr f(tk+1; y[i�1]k+1 ); i = 1; 2; : : : (25)whose convergence is guaranteed when hk < 1=jL�AMr j, where L is the Lipschitz constantfor f (the upper limit on the magnitude of the Jacobian fy). The initial estimate y[0]k+1is usually the approximate solution computed by another explicit ODE solver (e.g., AB)and we said that the explicit and the implicit solvers form a predictor-corrector (PC) pair.The order of Adams-Moulton's method is r+1 and the number of function evaluations (E)depends on the number of steps before convergence of (25). However, it is also possible todeliberately interrupt the process after a given number iterations, say s, yielding anotherclass of methods referred to as Adams{P (EC)sE.Adams methods (especially those of high order) are satisfactory from an accuracypoint of view but they are not advocated for sti� problems since they are not A(�)-stable.This study includes two variants of variable step-size, variable order, variable coe�cientsAdams methods:1. An implicit ADAMS-PECE scheme { the implementation is due to Shampine andGordon [21] and is available on netlib. It is called ode.f.2. An implicit Adams-Moulton scheme in which functional iteration is used in the non-linear phase. This variant is referred to as VODPK/ADAMS, for it comes fromthe VODPK package due to Byrne et al. [3]. It also is available on netlib.4.3 Backward-Di�erentiation Formula (BDF)BDF methods belong to a class of linear multi-step methods which combine the r previouscomputed approximations into a multistep formula satisfying a di�erential constraint.Assume that we know the yk ; yk�1; : : : ; yk�r+1 which are approximations to the exactsolution at the r points tk ; tk�1; : : : ; tk�r+1. Let us consider the interpolation polynomialPBDFk at the distinct nodes (tk; yk); (tk�1; yk�1); : : : ; (tk�r+1; yk�r+1) and also (tk+1; yk+1).The next approximation yk+1 in BDF methods is determined by imposing the di�erentialconstraint ddtPBDFk (tk+1) = f(tk+1; yk+1): (26)It can be shown that this yields the formulationyk+1 � hk�BDFr f(tk+1; yk+1) = �BDFr�1 fk + � � �+ �BDF0 fk�r+1 (27)where �BDFr and f�BDFi gr�1i=0 are analytically known. The value of yk+1 is retrieved aftersolving the non-trivial equation (27) with root-�nding or �xed-point iteration techniques.8



BDF methods are implicit with order r. It has been shown that their stability behaviorsare satisfactorily only when r = 1; 2; : : : ; 6. These methods are suitable for the integrationof sti� ODEs.In our study we used the VODPK/BDF implementation which is variable step-size,variable order, variable coe�cients, and which embodies several options in the managementof the Jacobian. The variants considered are:1. VODPK/BDF FI | the non-linear phase is solved using functional iteration.2. VODPK/BDF GM | the non-linear problem is solved using a Newton root-�nding scheme and each inversion of the Jacobian required during the Newton schemewas done iteratively via SPIGMR (Scaled Preconditioned Incomplete GMRES). Thepreconditioner chosen within GMRES was the incomplete ILU0 preconditioner (inall instances).3. VODPK/BDF LU0 | the linear systems arising during the Newton scheme weresolved directly using the incomplete ILU0 decomposition of the Jacobian.4. VODPK/BDF LU | the linear systems were solved directly using the exact(sparse) LU decomposition of the Jacobian.5 The POWER CHALLENGEarrayAll experiments were carried on a Silicon Graphics POWER CHALLENGEarray super-computer. The SGI POWER CHALLENGE is a shared-memory multiprocessor machine,i.e., it consists of a collection of homogeneous processors (equivalent capabilities) whichcan execute distinct instruction streams in parallel. The collection is usually referred to asa rack (or box, frame, chassis) which reects the physical structuring. Several racks of theSGI POWER CHALLENGE can be connected together and for clarity, Silicon Graphics,Inc., refers to one rack as a POWER CHALLENGE, whilst a cluster of racks is referredto as a POWER CHALLENGEarray.The POWER CHALLENGEarray on which we performed our experiments is housed inthe University of Queensland, Brisbane. It is composed of two racks referred to as moretonand fraser which have been con�gured so as to operate almost as two independent shared-memory systems. The user can request a job to be executed on either of the systems orcan simply hand over to the operating system which will then automatically select themore suitable system depending on the workload and the availability of resources requiredby the job. Table 2 gives the particularities of their composition. Features not indicatedon Table 2 are identical to the default settings as given on Table 1.Each microprocessor chip is a MIPS R8000 superscalar RISC 90MHz 64-bit arithmeticchip. The 64-bit design encourages working in double precision (64 bit). In this wayaccuracy is improved and the maximum potential of the hardware is achieved. With the4-way superscalar feature, the processor is capable of scheduling up to four instructionsper cycle. Moreover, the oating-point unit can perform the dual operation consisting ofa oating-point multiply-add (madd) in one cycle so that, cumulatively, the superscalarfeature allows for executing up to six operations per clock cycle. A noteworthy innovationintroduced by SGI has been to implant an index addressing mechanism (base-register plus9



index-register) within the MIPS R8000 chip. Hence the extra calculations usually neededfor pointer and index increments do not have a detrimental e�ect on performance. Onaggregate, the peak performance of the University of Queensland's system is 7.2 Gops.CPU Microprocessor MIPS R8000Architecture 64-bit, 4-way superscalar, 6 operationsDoubleword (64-bit) registers 32 general purpose & 32 oating-pointData cache (D-cache) 16 Kb (on-chip)Instruction cache (I-cache) 16 Kb or 32 Kb (on-chip)Mutual (D&I) cache 4 Mb (o�-chip)Frequency 90 MHzPeak performance 360 MopsNumber of procs per rack 1 { 18Memory Operating system bulk 32 MbMemory size 64 Mb { 16 GbInterleaving 1-, 2-, 4- or 8-wayMemory bus 256-bit (data) & 40-bit (address)Number of buses 1 { 4Memory bandwidth 1.2 Gb/sI/O asynchronous I/O yesmemory-mapped I/O yesdirect I/O yesDisk capacity up to 3.2 TbI/O bandwidth 320 Mb/sTable 1: General technical features.2 racksmoreton fraser TotalProcessors 16 procs 4 procs 20 procsInstruction cache 16 Kb 16 KbPeak performance 5.76 Gops 1.44 Gops 7.2 GopsMemory size 6 Gb 2 Gb 8 GbInterleaving 8-way 4-wayDisk capacity 94 Gb 11 Gb 105 GbI/O bandwidth 180 Mb/sTable 2: Con�guration at The University of Queensland.For the development of numerically intensive applications, SGI provides high-perfor-mance scienti�c libraries collating a large amount of (serial and parallel) routines that havebeen optimised for its architecture. These include: BLAS, LAPACK, NAG, FFT, etc.Compilers are provided that support pivotal programming languages: f77, f90, High Per-formance Fortran (HPF), C, C++. The environment is equipped with (semi-)automatictools that can generate a parallel version of sequential code automatically: PFA (PowerFortran Accelerator) and PCA (Power C Accelerator). The operating system is IRIXwhich is a derivative of UNIX System V. All experiments were undertaken in serial modeand the various codes were compiled with the optimizing switch at level 3 (i.e., -O3).10



6 Numerical Comparisons6.1 The ModelsIn�nitesimal generators (i.e., transition rate matrices) were generated for three di�erentsystem models. Parameter values in each model were varied to provide matrices havingdi�erent dimension and number of nonzero elements. A modi�ed version of the MarcaMarkov chain modelling package [24] was used for the generation. The complete suite ofmodels may be obtained by anonymous ftp from N. Carolina State University. Access isobtained through ftp.csc.ncsu.edu and the �les are in the directory MARCA Models. Thisdirectory not only contains the models used in this study but others models as well. Itspurpose is to provide a collection of matrices arising in Markov chain modelling on whichcomparative testing such as that performed in this study may be undertaken. Each modelconsists of an individual �le containing Fortran77 code (e.g., mutex.f), a �le containinginput data, (e.g., mutex in) and a make�le (e.g., mutex make�le). In addition, a �lecontaining Fortran77 code, generate.f is used in all models. To produce the in�nitesimalgenerators corresponding to the input data, it su�ces to execute make -f mutex make�le(or copy the make�le into Make�le and execute make) and to run the resultant executablemodule, (e.g.,mutex). Each of the input �les contains information concerning the matricesthat are generated, including size and number of nonzero elements, as well as informationon how the models may be modi�ed. The directory MARCA Models also contains aREADME �le containing further information. In the next three subsections we provideonly brief information on each of the three models used, since the matrices themselves areeasily retrievable.An NCD Queueing Network ExampleThis model represents a multi-user interactive computer environment in which the systemarchitecture is a time-shared, multiprogrammed, paged, virtual memory computer. Thesystem consists of a set of N terminals from which N users generate commands; a cen-tral processing unit, (CPU); a secondary memory device, (SM); and a �ling device, (FD).A queue of requests is associated with each device and the scheduling is assumed to beFCFS (First Come First Served). When a command is generated, the user at the terminalremains inactive until the system responds. Symbolically, a user having generated a com-mand enters the CPU queue. The behavior of the process in the system is characterizedby a compute time followed either by a page fault, after which the process enters the SMqueue, or an input/output (�le request) in which case the process enters the FD queue.Processes which terminate their service at the SM or FD queue return to the CPU queue.Symbolically, completion of a command is represented by a departure of the process fromthe CPU to the terminals. This model has been often used in previous studies, (see [16]).The matrices that are obtained are nearly-completely-decomposable, a factor that makescomputation of stationary distribution by certain methods rather di�cult. Our interestis in seeing how it a�ects methods for obtaining transient solutions. Parameter values ofN from 10 to 80 were chosen, giving rise to matrices ranging in size from 1,771 to 91,881with corresponding numbers of nonzero elements of 47,381 and 623,241 respectively, (seeTable 3). 11



Mutual Exclusion ExampleIn this model, N distinguishable processes share a certain resource. Each of these processesalternates between a sleeping state and a resource using state. However, the number ofprocesses that may concurrently use the resource is limited to P where 1 � P � N so thatwhen a process wishing to move from the sleeping state to the resource using state �nds Pprocesses already using the resource, that process fails to access the resource and returnsto the sleeping state. Notice that when P = 1 this model reduces to the usual mutualexclusion problem. When P = N all of the the processes are independent. Let �(i) be therate at which process i awakes from the sleeping state wishing to access the resource, andlet �(i) be the rate at which this same process releases the resource when it has possessionof it. In the examples chosen, we choose N to have the values 12 and 16 and P to havevalues 4, 8, 11 and 12. As indicated in Table 3, the matrices obtained range from order2,517 with 20,949 nonzero elements to order 64,839 with 1,094,983 nonzero elements. Therates were chosen as �(i) = 1=i and �(i) = i, for i = 1; : : : ; N .A Leaky Bucket ExampleThis is a model with applications to telecommunication modelling and in particular tomodelling the dimensioning of intermediate bu�er sizes that are simple, robust and rapid.The \Leaky Bucket" model is of this type. It consists of a bu�er that receives packetsat some probabilistic rate but sends them on at a rate that is deterministic. This modelexamines the e�ect of external arrivals to such a queue. The external ow consist ofseveral sources from which a single one is isolated. The others are modeled as a singlePoisson process. The bu�er can accommodate a maximum of C packets and is served bya single server with constant service rate of D. To simpliify the analysis D is taken to bethe unit of time. The arrival ow of the observed source is taken to be T �D, where Tis an integer. The remainder of the arrival sources are modeled by a Poisson process ofrate �. Packets that arrive according to this Poisson process have priority over those ofthe constant source (Non-preemptive priority). The model was used with di�erent valuesof T and C as indicated in Table 3.6.2 ObservationsThe tables containing the results obtained with the di�erent methods on the three samplemodels are presented below. Certain features of these tables contribute to a better analysisand appreciation of the results. The presentation of the methods in Sections 2 through4 outlined the di�erent basic operations that arise in each method. One operation com-mon to all methods is the matrix-vector multiplication and so it is instructive to quantifythe extent at which this operation permeates any given method. For this purpose, thenumber of matrix-vector multiplies performed in each method is recorded and is indicatedin the tables under the label `nmult'. However, this number is of limited value if con-sidered in isolation, i.e., without taking into account the context in which the operationarises. The UNIF method, for example, is designed to make use of (and only of) straightmatrix-vector multiplication, while in EXPOMK, it is a sub-operation within the Arnoldiprocedure where each matrix-vector product is associated with a costly Gram-Schmidtorthogonalization sweep. In general, in explicit methods, the operation is involved at one12



level (when assembling the current approximation) whereas in implicit methods, the op-eration is involved at two levels (when assembling the current approximation and whensolving the non-linear problem through functional iteration or Newton-GMRES for in-stance). In this respect, nmult helps us to gain an insight into the evolution of the overallexecution. For example, a large nmult in RK78 may reect that the step-sizes were toosmall (yielding too many integration steps) and in VODPK/BDF GM, it may reect ei-ther that the step-sizes where too small or that GMRES did not converge quickly. Similarinterpretations apply for the other methods.Another attribute of interest is the norm of the in�nitesimal generator, for the compu-tation of the matrix exponential is di�cult when the norm is large. This di�culty can alsobe understood from an ODE standpoint. Indeed, with A being an in�nitesimal generator,kAk corresponds to the Lipschitz constant for the ODE problem, so that when tkAk islarge, the problem is `sti�' in the usual ODE sense (see, e.g., [4, 12]).The integration domain t in our experiments ranges from 1 to 1000 and thus, a certaindegree of sti�ness is gradually introduced. It is observed that some methods regularlyfailed when t = 100 and/or t = 1000. (`Failure' means that they did not succeed afterthe maximum allowable number of matrix-vector multiplications). These methods includeRK78, ADAMS-PECE, VODPK/ADAMS, VODPK/BDF FI. Their failure is somewhatin accordance with what theory predicts. Even though RK78 is by de�nition the only ex-plicit method among them, all of these methods behave like explicit methods and thereforeare more suited for non-sti� or moderately sti� problems. On the whole, although thesemethod completed when t = 1 or t = 10, their performance is not really competitive withthat of the other methods except in occasional instances. Notice the curious behavior ofVODPK/BDF FI which appears in the LEAKY2 table. We see that the method failedwhen t = 10 but succeeded when t = 100. This suggests that the functional iteration pro-cess was impeded around t = 10 (perhaps due to an irregularity) and that the enlargementof the integration domain induced a selection of a step-size which enabled the method to`leap' out of the critical point.It is interesting to contrast VODPK/BDF LU0 and VODPK/BDF LU. In principlethe incomplete LU0 decomposition (in which one drops non-null elements whose locationsare not within the sparsity pattern of A) is cheaper and has less information, while thecomplete (sparse) LU decomposition is costly but has more information. When repeatedinversions of the Jacobian are done, the use of LU0 is cheaper by far than the use of LU andif the information within LU0 is su�cient, one may wonder if better performance will beobtained. It turns out this is exactly what happens. The performance of the LU0 variantis better in all cases. To understand why, observe that these matrices are sparse withsmall norms and so the growth factor within a normal LU decomposition is small. Thusthe elements that will be created through a normal LU decomposition will be small (inmagnitude) and although they add further calculations, their impact is negligible. Whenso many of them are created, the VODPK/BDF LU is hampered by an excessive �ll-inwhich is practically useless.It now becomes meaningful to contrast VODPK/BDF LU0 and VODPK/BDF GM,given that the LU0 decomposition is a component of the Newton-GMRES phase { whereit is used only as a preconditioner. Not surprisingly, we see now that VODPK/BDF LU0performs better than VODPK/BDF GM except in a few cases, e.g., MUTEX1 when t =1000, MUTEX3 when t = 1000, and MUTEX4 when t = 100. (Notice that the norms13



of these particular cases are greater than the other norms in the series.) To summarize,the Jacobian of most of these problems can be inverted almost exactly using the LU0decomposition without the need to resort to a complete LU decomposition or the Newton-GMRES root-�nding process. Further overhead is not necessary.The remaining methods are UNIF, EXPOMK and VODPK/BDF LU0. In the LEAKYtables, we observe that UNIF performs best everywhere for t = 1, t = 10, and t = 100, andis followed by EXPOMK and VODPK/BDF LU0. When t = 1000, EXPOMK performsbest and is followed by UNIF (except in LEAKY3 where VODPK/BDF LU0 is faster thanUNIF). In the MUTEX tables, it may be seen that UNIF is best everywhere for t = 1followed by EXPOMK, except in MUTEX5 where it is outperformed by EXPOMK. Whent = 10, t = 100, and t = 1000, EXPOMK is fastest, followed by VODPK/BDF LU0, savein the case of MUTEX1 in which VODPK/BDF LU0 failed. In the NCD tables, theranking is more irregular. However, it may be observed that VODPK/BDF LU0 is besteverywhere for t = 1000 and is followed by EXPOMK.From all these observations, one may draw some general remarks. UNIF performsbest on most of the cases in which tkAk does not exceed 500 (e.g., in the LEAKY cases).However, as soon as tkAk exceeds this threshold, EXPOMK �nishes �rst (e.g., the MUTEXcases) but is challenged by VODPK/BDF LU0 (e.g., the NCD cases). It should be notedthat the NCD matrices are nearly block-diagonal matrices, so that the LU0 decomposition,while maintaining its low cost, has very rich information. With regard to reliabity androbustness speci�cally, EXPOMK was the only method to complete in all problems.6.3 Numerical ResultsTable 3 below provides the characteristics of the three models used in the experiments.The results themselves are presented in Tables 4 through 6.MODEL Parameters Size NormNCD N n nz density(%) jj:jj1NCD1 20 1,771 11,011 0.35 12.9NCD2 40 12,341 81,221 0.05 35.5NCD3 50 23,426 156,026 0.03 49.4NCD4 60 39,711 266,631 0.02 64.8NCD5 80 91,881 623,241 0.01 99.4MUTEX N P n nz density(%) jj:jj1Mutex1 12 8 3,797 47,381 0.33 92.2Mutex2 12 11 4,095 53,223 0.32 92.2Mutex3 16 4 2,517 20,949 0.33 154.4Mutex4 16 8 39,203 563,491 0.04 154.4Mutex5 16 12 64,839 1,094,983 0.03 154.4LEAKY T C n nz density(%) jj:jj1Leaky1 8 64 16,578 397,150 0.14 4.6Leaky2 12 64 24,898 596,826 0.10 4.6Leaky3 16 64 33,218 796,502 0.07 4.6Leaky4 24 64 49,858 1,195,854 0.05 4.7Leaky5 32 64 66,498 1,595,206 0.04 4.7Table 3: Model Characteristics.14



In all the experiments, the initial vector is (1; 0; : : : ; 0) and the requested error toleranceon the computed solution is 10�10. The following exit indicators are used in the tables:� implies that a `happy breakdown' occurred within EXPOMK. In other words,the method automatically detected that the steady-state solution had beenreached and to continue the integration process was meaningless.Failed means the corresponding method failed (i.e., the method did not succeed afterthe maximum allowable number of matrix-vector multiplications and `sti�ness'was noti�ed on exit).1-Time means the CPU time quota was exceeded.1-Fill-in means VODPK/BDF LU could not proceed due to excessive �ll-in generatedby the sparse LU decomposition.
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Figure 1: CPU Time for the NCD1 problem.15
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Figure 2: CPU Time for the MUTEX1 problem.
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Figure 3: CPU Time for the LEAKY1 problem.16



NCD1 jj:jj1 = 12:9 t = 1 t = 10 t = 100 t = 1000n = 1;771; nz = 11;011 nmult Time nmult Time nmult Time nmult TimeEXPOMK(30) 62 .18E+00 62 .17E+00 155 .44E+00 1178 .34E+01UNIF 28 .34E-01 122 .15E+00 1120 .14E+01 10985 .13E+02RK78 146 .24E+00 368 .59E+00 2225 .35E+01 FailedADAMS-PECE 33 .64E-01 67 .13E+00 1040 .20E+01 FailedVODPK/ADAMS 15 .34E-01 38 .11E+00 1487 .33E+01 FailedVODPK/BDF FI 25 .56E-01 60 .15E+00 2096 .47E+01 FailedVODPK/BDF GM 34 .22E+00 83 .47E+00 174 .10E+01 311 .17E+01VODPK/BDF LU0 22 .16E+00 48 .30E+00 97 .59E+00 173 .10E+01VODPK/BDF LU 22 .12E+01 48 .17E+01 97 .33E+01 157 .56E+01NCD2 jj:jj1 = 35:9 t = 1 t = 10 t = 100 t = 1000n = 12;341; nz = 81;221 nmult Time nmult Time nmult Time nmult TimeEXPOMK(30) 62 .13E+01 62 .12E+01 248 .51E+01 2666 .55E+02UNIF 50 .47E+00 310 .28E+01 3024 .27E+02 30260 .27E+03RK78 172 .22E+01 407 .48E+01 Failed FailedADAMS-PECE 37 .54E+00 77 .11E+01 Failed FailedVODPK/ADAMS 13 .22E+00 27 .53E+00 Failed FailedVODPK/BDF FI 22 .39E+00 55 .11E+01 Failed FailedVODPK/BDF GM 29 .17E+01 71 .35E+01 142 .72E+01 286 .15E+02VODPK/BDF LU0 20 .13E+01 42 .26E+01 80 .46E+01 157 .93E+01VODPK/BDF LU 20 .22E+02 42 .32E+02 81 .52E+02 141 .83E+02NCD3 jj:jj1 = 49:4 t = 1 t = 10 t = 100 t = 1000n = 23;426; nz = 156;026 nmult Time nmult Time nmult Time nmult TimeEXPOMK(30) 62 .34E+01 62 .33E+01 279 .15E+02 3689 .20E+03UNIF 62 .10E+01 438 .77E+01 4200 .73E+02 41990 .73E+03RK78 172 .51E+01 433 .12E+02 Failed FailedADAMS-PECE 33 .11E+01 75 .26E+01 Failed FailedVODPK/ADAMS 12 .46E+00 27 .11E+01 Failed FailedVODPK/BDF FI 19 .70E+00 44 .20E+01 Failed FailedVODPK/BDF GM 25 .39E+01 62 .78E+01 142 .18E+02 270 .33E+02VODPK/BDF LU0 17 .31E+01 36 .50E+01 79 .11E+02 150 .20E+02VODPK/BDF LU 17 .44E+02 36 .65E+02 78 .13E+03 126 .18E+03NCD4 jj:jj1 = 64:8 t = 1 t = 10 t = 100 t = 1000n = 39;711; nz = 266;631 nmult Time nmult Time nmult Time nmult TimeEXPOMK(30) 62 .71E+01 62 .72E+01 341 .40E+02 4588 .54E+03UNIF 75 .26E+01 576 .20E+02 5511 .20E+03 55080 .20E+04RK78 185 .13E+02 446 .33E+02 Failed FailedADAMS-PECE 33 .27E+01 79 .69E+01 Failed FailedVODPK/ADAMS 12 .98E+00 26 .24E+01 Failed FailedVODPK/BDF FI 18 .15E+01 41 .38E+01 Failed FailedVODPK/BDF GM 23 .66E+01 60 .14E+02 121 .29E+02 242 .58E+02VODPK/BDF LU0 16 .51E+01 36 .95E+01 69 .19E+02 135 .36E+02VODPK/BDF LU 16 .98E+02 36 .15E+03 69 .24E+03 119 .35E+03NCD5 jj:jj1 = 99:4 t = 1 t = 10 t = 100 t = 1000n = 91;881; nz = 623;241 nmult Time nmult Time nmult Time nmult TimeEXPOMK(30) 62 .21E+02 62 .20E+02 465 .15E+03 6665 .18E+04UNIF 101 .14E+02 845 .12E+03 8450 .12E+04 1-TimeRK78 185 .40E+02 459 .10E+03 Failed FailedADAMS-PECE 39 .11E+02 87 .25E+02 Failed FailedVODPK/ADAMS 12 .33E+01 25 .83E+01 Failed FailedVODPK/BDF FI 17 .48E+01 43 .12E+02 Failed FailedVODPK/BDF GM 21 .16E+02 51 .35E+02 119 .75E+02 237 .15E+03VODPK/BDF LU0 15 .13E+02 34 .23E+02 69 .49E+02 129 .10E+03VODPK/BDF LU 15 .36E+03 34 .49E+03 69 .76E+03 112 .11E+04Table 4: Results for Nearly-Completely-Decomposable Example.17



MUTEX1 jj:jj1 = 92:2 t = 1 t = 10 t = 100 t = 1000n = 3;797; nz = 47;381 nmult Time nmult Time nmult Time nmult TimeEXPOMK(30) 93 .75E+00 217 .16E+01 *218 .18E+01 *218 .15E+01UNIF 138 .46E+00 1304 .44E+01 12936 .43E+02 129370 .43E+03RK78 667 .33E+01 2521 .12E+02 Failed FailedADAMS-PECE 232 .15E+01 1313 .73E+01 Failed FailedVODPK/ADAMS 179 .14E+01 1819 .11E+02 Failed FailedVODPK/BDF FI 171 .11E+01 1895 .95E+01 2770 .13E+02 FailedVODPK/BDF GM 142 .24E+01 262 .43E+01 299 .49E+01 370 .62E+01VODPK/BDF LU0 80 .16E+01 140 .27E+01 314 .57E+01 FailedVODPK/BDF LU 80 .21E+04 141 .44E+04 1-Time 1-TimeMUTEX2 jj:jj1 = 92:2 t = 1 t = 10 t = 100 t = 1000n = 4;095; nz = 53;223 nmult Time nmult Time nmult Time nmult TimeEXPOMK(30) 93 .60E+00 217 .14E+01 *218 .14E+01 *218 .14E+01UNIF 154 .50E+00 1503 .49E+01 14952 .49E+02 149770 .49E+03RK78 667 .27E+01 2826 .12E+02 Failed FailedADAMS-PECE 240 .12E+01 1445 .71E+01 Failed FailedVODPK/ADAMS 162 .10E+01 2130 .11E+02 Failed FailedVODPK/BDF FI 176 .12E+01 2199 .12E+02 Failed FailedVODPK/BDF GM 141 .26E+01 249 .44E+01 318 .57E+01 464 .79E+01VODPK/BDF LU0 80 .17E+01 131 .27E+01 162 .38E+01 451 .87E+01VODPK/BDF LU 80 .18E+04 131 .36E+04 149 .53E+04 149 .71E+04MUTEX3 jj:jj1 = 154:4 t = 1 t = 10 t = 100 t = 1000n = 2;517; nz = 20;949 nmult Time nmult Time nmult Time nmult TimeEXPOMK(30) 93 .40E+00 *187 .81E+00 *187 .85E+00 *187 .84E+00UNIF 118 .21E+00 1085 .19E+01 10584 .19E+02 105570 .19E+03RK78 680 .17E+01 2106 .51E+01 Failed FailedADAMS-PECE 238 .72E+00 1139 .33E+01 Failed FailedVODPK/ADAMS 135 .54E+00 1389 .44E+01 Failed FailedVODPK/BDF FI 167 .65E+00 1575 .48E+01 Failed FailedVODPK/BDF GM 150 .15E+01 265 .25E+01 289 .26E+01 343 .31E+01VODPK/BDF LU0 84 .98E+00 143 .16E+01 311 .29E+01 1575 .14E+02VODPK/BDF LU 1-Time 1-Time 1-Time 1-TimeMUTEX4 jj:jj1 = 154:4 t = 1 t = 10 t = 100 t = 1000n = 39;203; nz = 563;491 nmult Time nmult Time nmult Time nmult TimeEXPOMK(30) 124 .18E+02 248 .35E+02 *249 .35E+02 *249 .35E+02UNIF 214 .16E+02 1837 .14E+03 18421 .14E+04 1-TimeRK78 680 .71E+02 3265 .34E+03 Failed 1-TimeADAMS-PECE 287 .34E+02 1722 .19E+03 Failed FailedVODPK/ADAMS 187 .23E+02 2491 .27E+03 Failed FailedVODPK/BDF FI 217 .27E+02 2670 .30E+03 Failed FailedVODPK/BDF GM 126 .49E+02 222 .81E+02 256 .95E+02 404 .14E+03VODPK/BDF LU0 74 .34E+02 120 .51E+02 299 .11E+03 401 .17E+03VODPK/BDF LU 1-Fill-in 1-Fill-in 1-Fill-in 1-Fill-inMUTEX5 jj:jj1 = 154:4 t = 1 t = 10 t = 100 t = 1000n = 64;839; nz = 1;094;983 nmult Time nmult Time nmult Time nmult TimeEXPOMK(30) 124 .34E+02 *280 .77E+02 *280 .78E+02 *280 .79E+02UNIF 256 .43E+02 2352 .39E+03 23491 .39E+04 234770 .40E+05RK78 680 .14E+03 4010 .85E+03 Failed FailedADAMS-PECE 316 .78E+02 2114 .49E+03 Failed FailedVODPK/ADAMS 225 .59E+02 Failed Failed FailedVODPK/BDF FI 253 .64E+02 Failed Failed FailedVODPK/BDF GM 123 .92E+02 220 .16E+03 255 .18E+03 284 .20E+03VODPK/BDF LU0 72 .63E+02 122 .10E+03 363 .26E+03 211 .17E+03VODPK/BDF LU 1-Fill-in 1-Fill-in 1-Fill-in 1-Fill-inTable 5: Results for Mutual Exclusion Example.18



LEAKY1 jj:jj1 = 4:6 t = 1 t = 10 t = 100 t = 1000n = 16;578; nz = 397;150 nmult Time nmult Time nmult Time nmult TimeEXPOMK(30) 31 .22E+01 93 .65E+01 310 .22E+02 *745 .52E+02UNIF 14 .48E+00 45 .15E+01 270 .91E+01 2520 .86E+02RK78 511 .27E+02 1317 .68E+02 3150 .16E+03 FailedADAMS-PECE 79 .44E+01 229 .14E+02 831 .48E+02 FailedVODPK/ADAMS 47 .29E+01 161 .11E+02 664 .41E+02 FailedVODPK/BDF FI 76 .46E+01 183 .12E+02 804 .49E+02 FailedVODPK/BDF GM 109 .22E+02 294 .53E+02 583 .10E+03 785 .14E+03VODPK/BDF LU0 54 .13E+02 146 .30E+02 293 .58E+02 558 .11E+03VODPK/BDF LU 54 .26E+02 146 .47E+02 297 .86E+02 510 .15E+03LEAKY2 jj:jj1 = 4:6 t = 1 t = 10 t = 100 t = 1000n = 24;898; nz = 596;826 nmult Time nmult Time nmult Time nmult TimeEXPOMK(30) 31 .37E+01 93 .11E+02 757 .86E+02 *838 .10E+03UNIF 14 .97E+00 45 .31E+01 268 .19E+02 2505 .17E+03RK78 550 .51E+02 1395 .13E+03 3384 .32E+03 FailedADAMS-PECE 79 .80E+01 221 .24E+02 938 .10E+03 FailedVODPK/ADAMS 45 .49E+01 155 .19E+02 310 .37E+02 FailedVODPK/BDF FI 81 .85E+01 Failed 799 .92E+02 FailedVODPK/BDF GM 105 .34E+02 785 .14E+03 671 .18E+03 1313 .35E+03VODPK/BDF LU0 61 .23E+02 558 .11E+03 348 .11E+03 923 .27E+03VODPK/BDF LU 61 .56E+02 146 .88E+02 348 .18E+03 547 .30E+03LEAKY3 jj:jj1 = 4:6 t = 1 t = 10 t = 100 t = 1000n = 33;218; nz = 796;502 nmult Time nmult Time nmult Time nmult TimeEXPOMK(30) 31 .52E+01 93 .16E+02 310 .52E+02 *900 .15E+03UNIF 14 .14E+01 45 .45E+01 266 .27E+02 2490 .25E+03RK78 550 .73E+02 1447 .19E+03 3514 .47E+03 FailedADAMS-PECE 79 .11E+02 221 .33E+02 990 .15E+03 FailedVODPK/ADAMS 45 .70E+01 151 .26E+02 941 .15E+03 FailedVODPK/BDF FI 79 .12E+02 177 .29E+02 775 .13E+03 775 .13E+03VODPK/BDF GM 103 .45E+02 272 .10E+03 723 .27E+03 723 .27E+03VODPK/BDF LU0 61 .31E+02 147 .65E+02 373 .16E+03 373 .16E+03VODPK/BDF LU 61 .96E+02 147 .14E+03 373 .29E+03 834 .64E+03LEAKY4 jj:jj1 = 4:7 t = 1 t = 10 t = 100 t = 1000n = 49;858; nz = 1;195;854 nmult Time nmult Time nmult Time nmult TimeEXPOMK(30) 31 .72E+01 93 .22E+02 341 .80E+02 *993 .23E+03UNIF 14 .22E+01 45 .71E+01 266 .42E+02 2475 .39E+03RK78 550 .10E+03 1525 .29E+03 3683 .70E+03 FailedADAMS-PECE 79 .16E+02 221 .47E+02 997 .21E+03 FailedVODPK/ADAMS 44 .97E+01 163 .41E+02 1493 .37E+03 FailedVODPK/BDF FI 79 .19E+02 174 .44E+02 761 .19E+03 FailedVODPK/BDF GM 103 .67E+02 259 .15E+03 699 .40E+03 1530 .86E+03VODPK/BDF LU0 61 .45E+02 141 .93E+02 362 .23E+03 752 .47E+03VODPK/BDF LU 61 .17E+03 141 .26E+03 362 .52E+03 1-TimeLEAKY5 jj:jj1 = 4:7 t = 1 t = 10 t = 100 t = 1000n = 66;498; nz = 1;595;206 nmult Time nmult Time nmult Time nmult TimeEXPOMK(30) 31 .10E+02 93 .30E+02 310 .98E+02 *1458 .46E+03UNIF 14 .30E+01 44 .94E+01 264 .57E+02 2475 .53E+03RK78 550 .14E+03 1590 .41E+03 Failed FailedADAMS-PECE 79 .22E+02 221 .66E+02 997 .29E+03 FailedVODPK/ADAMS 44 .14E+02 157 .55E+02 Failed FailedVODPK/BDF FI 68 .21E+02 159 .53E+02 Failed FailedVODPK/BDF GM 103 .84E+02 249 .19E+03 679 .49E+03 1936 .13E+04VODPK/BDF LU0 60 .57E+02 135 .12E+03 351 .28E+03 909 .71E+03VODPK/BDF LU 60 .29E+03 135 .42E+03 351 .79E+03 823 .17E+04Table 6: Results for Leaky-Bucket Example.19
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